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OverviewOverview

 IntroductionIntroduction

 Reconstruction of sequences of eventsReconstruction of sequences of events

 Shared memoryShared memory

 GranularityGranularity

 Page-level monitorPage-level monitor

 ConclusionsConclusions

 Q & AQ & A



Evidence GatheringEvidence Gathering

 Post-mortemPost-mortem

 FilesystemFilesystem

 Memory dumpMemory dump

 Available logsAvailable logs

 RealtimeRealtime

 System, application, and network logsSystem, application, and network logs

 Record system objects and theirRecord system objects and their
interactionsinteractions

 Evidence is Evidence is potentialpotential



Framework for ReconstructingFramework for Reconstructing

Sequences of EventsSequences of Events

 Monitor system Monitor system objectsobjects and  and eventsevents

 Gather potential evidence at runtimeGather potential evidence at runtime

 Detection point signaled by an IDSDetection point signaled by an IDS

 Build dependency graphBuild dependency graph

 Backtrack from detection point backBacktrack from detection point back

to entry point of the attackto entry point of the attack



Framework for ReconstructingFramework for Reconstructing

Sequences of EventsSequences of Events

 System objects:System objects: Process, file, and filename. Process, file, and filename.

 EventEvent: Read, write, rename, create process,: Read, write, rename, create process,
share memory, etc.share memory, etc.

 RoleRole of an object in an event:  of an object in an event: causecause or or
effecteffect

 ObjectsObjects’’ dependencies dependencies::
 Process-Process:Process-Process: create, signal, share memory create, signal, share memory

 Process-file:Process-file: read, write, change attributes read, write, change attributes

 Process-filename:Process-filename: rename, link, remove, etc. rename, link, remove, etc.



Framework for ReconstructingFramework for Reconstructing

Sequences of EventsSequences of Events

TT00: process 1 creates process 2: process 1 creates process 2

TT11: process 2 writes file B: process 2 writes file B

TT22: process 2 writes file C: process 2 writes file C

TT33: process 1 reads file A: process 1 reads file A

TT44: process 1 creates process 3: process 1 creates process 3

TT55: process 3 reads file B: process 3 reads file B

TT66: process 3 writes file X: process 3 writes file X

TT77: process 3 reads file C: process 3 reads file C

TT88: process 1 creates process 4: process 1 creates process 4

TT99: process 4 writes file D: process 4 writes file D

Detection point signaled by IDSDetection point signaled by IDS
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Reconstruction of Sequences ofReconstruction of Sequences of

EventsEvents
 Current SystemsCurrent Systems

 SNARE (2003)SNARE (2003)

 Backtracker (2003)Backtracker (2003)

 ForensixForensix (2003) (2003)

 CIDS (2004)CIDS (2004)

 Improved Backtracker (2005)Improved Backtracker (2005)

 System calls monitoringSystem calls monitoring

 Shared memory?Shared memory?

System call event only (System call event only (mmap/munmapmmap/munmap))

Aggregation and coarse granularityAggregation and coarse granularity

False dependenciesFalse dependencies

Overlooked eventsOverlooked events



File accessFile access

 Current systems: Current systems: readread and  and write write systemsystem
callscalls

 Works for access to the file in the file systemWorks for access to the file in the file system

 Once a file is memory-mapped we loseOnce a file is memory-mapped we lose
system calls supportsystem calls support

 Process accesses a memory-mapped fileProcess accesses a memory-mapped file
through direct address spacethrough direct address space
manipulation (pointers)manipulation (pointers)

 We need to monitor memory We need to monitor memory readread and and
writewrite instructions instructions



 An An SMOSMO is a portion of memory address is a portion of memory address
space allocated to a process and sharedspace allocated to a process and shared
with other processeswith other processes

 Roles:Roles:
 CauseCause

 EffectEffect

 Process-SMO dependencies:Process-SMO dependencies:
 Process       SMOProcess       SMO

 SMO       ProcessSMO       Process

Shared-Memory Object (SMO)Shared-Memory Object (SMO)



GranularityGranularity

 SMO composed by constituent partsSMO composed by constituent parts

 A A partpart is a section of the address space is a section of the address space

occupied by the SMOoccupied by the SMO

Constituent PartsConstituent Parts SizeSize
      Object      Object

       Memory Region (VMA)       Memory Region (VMA)

     Page     Page

                      MinipageMinipage

The whole SMOThe whole SMO

Runtime-OS-Defined set of Runtime-OS-Defined set of 

contiguous memory framescontiguous memory frames

As defined in the OS, usually 4KBAs defined in the OS, usually 4KB

1 byte 1 byte ≤≤  minipageminipage  << page page










GranularityGranularity
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GranularityGranularity
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Granularity: PropertiesGranularity: Properties

 Monitoring constituent parts eliminates aMonitoring constituent parts eliminates a
number of Process-Process falsenumber of Process-Process false
dependenciesdependencies

 The larger the SMO the greater theThe larger the SMO the greater the
benefit of applying granularitybenefit of applying granularity

 Monitoring at the Monitoring at the minipageminipage level has to level has to
deal with loss of paging hardwaredeal with loss of paging hardware
supportsupport

 OverheadOverhead



TechniqueTechnique

 Linux Kernel 2.4 on x86 architectureLinux Kernel 2.4 on x86 architecture

 Does not require processesDoes not require processes’’ source code source code

 Accesses to shared memory-mapped filesAccesses to shared memory-mapped files
at the page level of granularityat the page level of granularity

 Runtime SMO registration by interceptingRuntime SMO registration by intercepting
mmapmmap system call system call

 Monitor implemented in page faultMonitor implemented in page fault
handler and CPU schedulerhandler and CPU scheduler

 Event logs saved in circular buffer in kernelEvent logs saved in circular buffer in kernel
spacespace



TechniqueTechnique

 Memory pages where the SMO resides areMemory pages where the SMO resides are
set protected and read-only through Pageset protected and read-only through Page
Table Entry (PTE)Table Entry (PTE)

 Page fault alerts the monitor of SMOPage fault alerts the monitor of SMO
access eventaccess event

 Race condition:Race condition:

 Time of page serviced and ready to use isTime of page serviced and ready to use is
no guarantee of read/write event atno guarantee of read/write event at
present timepresent time

 CPU scheduler confirms event is effectiveCPU scheduler confirms event is effective



Page Fault HandlerPage Fault Handler

Page FaultPage Fault

MonitoredMonitored

VMA?VMA?

Page already inPage already in

Page Table (PT)?Page Table (PT)?

Restore PTE bitsRestore PTE bits

Issue event ticketIssue event ticket

Save PTE pointer in task structureSave PTE pointer in task structure

Turn Turn onon in task structure in task structure

Process in ready queueProcess in ready queue

Allocate frameAllocate frame

Handle page Handle page 

fault regularly ..fault regularly ..

yesyes

yesyes

nono

nono

Page Fault Handler with Page Fault Handler with 

Page-Level MonitoringPage-Level Monitoring



CPU SchedulerCPU Scheduler

CPU Scheduler withCPU Scheduler with

Page-Level MonitoringPage-Level Monitoring Previous process hasPrevious process has

event flag on?event flag on?

Protect PTE saved in the previousProtect PTE saved in the previous

processprocess’’ task structure task structure

Stamp next processStamp next process’’ event ticket event ticket

Execute next processExecute next process

yesyes

yesyes

nono

nono

Clear PTE pointer saved inClear PTE pointer saved in

previous processprevious process’’ task structure task structure

Turn Turn offoff event flag in event flag in

previous processprevious process’’ task structure task structure

Next process hasNext process has

event flag on?event flag on?



SynchronizationSynchronization

 Race condition:Race condition:

 PP11 and P and P22 share a page share a page

 PP11 page faults on it page faults on it

 Page fault handler serves the page for PPage fault handler serves the page for P11

 Monitor logs the eventMonitor logs the event

 PP11 ready for execution, waiting for CPU ready for execution, waiting for CPU

 PP22 page faults on same page page faults on same page

 Page fault handler serves the page for PPage fault handler serves the page for P22

 Monitor logs eventMonitor logs event

 PP22 ready for execution ready for execution

 PP22 gets CPU before P gets CPU before P11



 Established Process-SMOEstablished Process-SMO

dependencies for shared memory-dependencies for shared memory-

mapped filesmapped files

 x86 limitation: a read after a write inx86 limitation: a read after a write in

the same page during the samethe same page during the same

CPU time sliceCPU time slice

ResultsResults



 Overhead:Overhead:

 One page faultOne page fault for any number of  for any number of consecutiveconsecutive

readsreads in the same page during the same CPU in the same page during the same CPU

time slicetime slice

 One page faultOne page fault for any number of  for any number of consecutiveconsecutive

writeswrites in the same page during the same CPU in the same page during the same CPU

time slicetime slice

 Two page faultsTwo page faults for any number of  for any number of consecutiveconsecutive

readsreads  followed followed by any number by any number of consecutiveof consecutive

writeswrites in the same page during the same CPU in the same page during the same CPU

time slicetime slice

ResultsResults



ConclusionsConclusions

 Shared memory is a source of objects of differentShared memory is a source of objects of different

types which participate in events the same waytypes which participate in events the same way

as other objects doas other objects do

 OS system call level limitation to monitor sharedOS system call level limitation to monitor shared

memory produces false dependencies andmemory produces false dependencies and

overlooked events in current reconstructionoverlooked events in current reconstruction

systemssystems

 Monitoring Monitoring SMOsSMOs can eliminate a number of false can eliminate a number of false

dependencies and reveal othersdependencies and reveal others

 Granularity provides a framework to trade offGranularity provides a framework to trade off

between accuracy and overheadbetween accuracy and overhead



QuestionsQuestions……


